Term 3
- Drama
  - Year 3/4 Production – ‘Chapter one the book of Earth’
  - Year 5/6 Production – Maharabads Bazaar
  - Were outstanding productions. Special mention to Romko Hordynsky
- Athletics – HICES – 2nd in Division 1 and 1st in % Division 1
  - 19 students were represented at CIS. Jemima McCalman won 800 m and Sophie Fenton won the turbo jav
  - Special mention to Astrid Lepelaar.
- Outstanding results in competitions
  - Writing Years 4 & 6 – 50% of both years attained a credit or higher
  - NAPLAN results – very pleasing across the 2 grades and the five strands. Above average in top 2 bands in 9 out of 10 strands some very significant.
- Thank you to P&F – the boat for the playground equipment has finally been constructed in the playground – popular with prep and secondary students! Hoping the shade cloth over the sandpit will be completed very soon
- Upcoming events:
  - Sport Assembly next Monday
  - Grandparents Day
  - Open Day
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